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To whom it may concern: 
 
FlamingoFeather Physical Theatre 
Three Places: FlamingoFeather in the Sertão of Guimarães Rosa 
Birkbeck College Cinema, London,  30 January 2010 
 
In undertaking to turn the language and storytelling of Brazil’s great writer João Guimarães Rosa 
into performance and, what is more, for a UK audience, FlamingoFeather Physical Theatre faced 
a formidable challenge. By the time of his death, in 1967, Guimarães Rosa had singlehandedly 
transformed Brazil’s sense of itself – above all, its sense of the mythical, epic world of its wild 
northeastern interior, the sertão — the perennial Other of the country’s coastal, urban 
civilisation. In order to take his readers with him into the mystery of that part of themselves and 
of their country, into the flux of its simultaneously distinctive and universal human experience, 
with its indeterminacy and fluidity, its ambiguities and contradictions, Guimarães Rosa went so 
far as recreate the Portuguese language — inventing a unique prose-poetry, strangely archaic, 
rustic and modern all at once, pushing at the bounds of what is unsayable and meaningful. 
 
In their production “Three Places...”, FlamingoFeather brought that poetry and mystery to life on 
the stage for a spellbound audience. In some brief but remarkable scenes of great beauty and 
intensity, they conveyed the essence and power of Guimarães Rosa’s vision. Adapting two short 
stories — an evocation of a child’s magical capacity to imagine and narrate fantastic tales of 
adventure (“The Audacious Mariner Sets Sail”), and a drama about the power of music to restore 
a sense of self and humanity to an apparently broken man, bereft of his family (“Soroco, his 
Mother, his Daughter”) — charismatic actors Ilana Gorban and Simon Rice seamlessly 
interwove strands of text, pricelessly chosen from both the Portuguese and English, to conjure up 
the voices of children and adults wrestling, in words and gestures, with their dramas of departure, 
imagination, fear and loss.  
 
One of the most affecting aspects of this production was precisely that interplay of word and 
gesture, the most intense moments of encounter, communication, tension and conflict being 
realised through a balletic poetry, sometimes suspended, slowing, pausing and accelerating again 
according to the rhythm of the language and its micro-dramas. And a further voice in that 
dialogue was offered by musician Thomas Rohrer, whose rabeca, a rustic viol from the world of 
the sertão itself, added a further level of spare, earthy intensity and strangeness to the scenes 
being played out. 
 
 “Three Places...” was an extraordinary, rare experience to witness and participate in. To 
transport an audience so swiftly and completely to another cultural universe and its dramas, and 
to bring us, in a brief space of time, to such a pitch of emotional and mental concentration, is no 
mean artistic achievement. It is an event that deserves to be experienced again and again by other 
audiences. FlamingoFeather Physical Theatre deserve the opportunity and support to build on 
this achievement and to enable their artistry and originality to flourish in further projects.  
 
David Treece, March 2010 

 


